
DigitalC Supports the Commission on Economic Inclusion with Data Strategy for 
Measuring Impact 
  
In the spring of 2017, the Commission on Economic Inclusion, a program of the Greater 
Cleveland Partnership (GCP), engaged DigitalC to review the existing data the Commission has 
been collecting under the Community Benefits Agreement (CBA) program as a part of their 
Construction Diversity & Inclusion (CDI) efforts. Community Benefit Agreements encourage 
public and private sector firms to set aside 5% to 20% of project hires for local minority and 
female owned enterprises (MBE/FBE). 
  
The goal of the data analytic work was to develop an understanding of the existing data and 
data needs of the CDI effort, and provide recommendations for moving forward so that the 
public – private construction collaboration (aka CDI) could use data more effectively for 
planning, engagement, outcome measurement and communication of the CDI program. 
  
Reaching out to DigitalC for support, CDI and DigitalC worked to understand the desired 
outcomes of the program and CDI’s needs to be able to tell their story with data. 
  
“We needed to do this work because we had collected data but not taken a deep dive to 
determine what data was needed to tell our story about how the system of Community Benefits 
works and how all the partners are engaged.” said Charlene Jackson, program coordinator, 
CDI. “We needed to step back and review the types of data we were collecting, the timing of the 
collection, the process and the gaps. We have a much better idea of the areas in which we need 
to work with our partners moving forward because of this project.” 
  
DigitalC’s work uncovered three major areas of data work that should be done to improve the 
CDI’s data collection strategy and using the data for impact: 
  

1. Systematic Data Collection: Systematic data collection requires good data definitions, 
processes and a system to house the data. Having great partners, the CDI has a clear 
path to engage private and public organizations on common data collection. 

  
1. Understanding MBE/FBE Utilization: Understanding the supply and use of Minority 

and Female owned enterprises will take additional investigation and work to provide the 
insight needed for the CDI to engage MBE/FBE firms and owners and provide insight 
into needed training programs. 

  
1. Increasing Community Wealth: Workforce development is a long-term process and it 

will take additional time to work with training organizations, construction companies and 
business owners to develop a strong construction workforce against other possible 
career tracks and an aging population. 

  

https://www.gcpartnership.com/~/media/GCP/Files%202014/Inclusion%202014/Signed%20MOU%20CBA%2004-02-13-%20FINAL.ashx
https://www.gcpartnership.com/~/media/GCP/Files%202014/Inclusion%202014/Signed%20MOU%20CBA%2004-02-13-%20FINAL.ashx


“Having this information will help us focus our efforts to create and sustain meaningful job and 
business opportunities for women and minorities. Our partnership with the DigitalC team – both 
the professional staff and a superbly talented group of interns – has helped us develop a 
roadmap for our data efforts going forward – something that I know will be critical to our 
success.” said Christopher Nance, Director, Construction Diversity & Inclusion. 
  
Going forward, CDI has a concrete set of actions that they can take to help them collect better 
data in the future and materials that they can draw on for future insights. 
  
Have data that you need to analyze? Need to set up a data collection system? The Data for 
Impact Team can walk you through a comprehensive process of evaluation, collection, and 
analysis. Begin the conversation HERE.  
  
 

https://www.digitalc.org/dataforimpact/

